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Overview 

poco-apoco’s DRAM controller carries out the 

maximum bus efficiency by additional high-

speed tRC DRAM and the intelligent control.  

While the density and the I/O bandwidth are 

abundant resources in today’s DDR DRAM, its 

slow random-access often causes the system 

bottleneck.  The multi-bank architecture can 

alleviate the slow random-access, however it 

is still critical in the worst case application and 

also in case of more than four banks activation 

by tFAW (Four Activate Window) restriction. 

poco-apoco’s unique DRAM dramatically 

improves the random-access 2x as fast with 

keeping the identical package/pinout as those 

of JEDEC std. DRAM.  Thus, the users easily 

boost the operating bus efficiency by mean of 

apple-to-apple replacement without any tasks 

of expensive board re-design.

DRAM controller Standard Type 

poco-apoco’s DRAM controller Standard Type provides simple SRAM-liked interface to users. 

Busy output asserts when internal queue is over flow, however such dead cycles rarely happen 

and is almost disappeared by the high-speed random-access and the intelligent control.

・Standard DRAM controller with DDR2, DDR3 interface. 

・Initialization and Learning sequences are involved before the operation starts. 

・Support 1:1, 1:2 and 1:4 mode between DRAM clk and User’s clk. 

・Internal parity scan with/without ECC is by option.   

Reference Price  Ask us ! 

http://www.poco-apoconw.com 

Note that poco-apoco fully supports any customization services. 
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poco-DRAM vs. JEDEC std. DRAM 
performance comparison example

(x16I/O xBL8 x4chip)

Gbps

Frame size
(Byte)

Frame size
(Byte)

Gbps
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Major timing spec. comparison example

DDR 800 DDR 1066 DDR 1333 DDR 1600

JEDEC 
std.

poco JEDEC std. poco JEDEC std. poco JEDEC std. poco

CL-tRCD-tRP 6-6-6 5-4-4 7-7-7 6-5-5 9-9-9 8-7-7 11-11-11 9-8-8

tRC(Read)
21

(52.5ns)

10
(25ns) 27

(50.5ns)

13
(24.3ns) 33

(49.5ns)

16
(24ns) 39

(48.5ns)

20
(25ns)

tRC(Write) 11
(27.5ns)

14
(26.2ns)

17
(25.5ns)

21
(26.25ns)

tRAS(Read)
15

(37.5ns)

6
(15ns) 20

(37.5ns)

8
(15ns) 24

(36ns)

10
(15ns) 28

(35ns)

12
(15ns)

tRAS(Write) 7
(17.5ns)

9
(16.8ns)

11
(16.5ns)

13
(16.2ns)

tFAW* 20 16 27 16 30 16 32 16

tWR 15ns 10ns 15ns 10ns 15ns 10ns 15ns 10ns

In actual, tFAW (Four Bank Active Delay) has been eliminated completely in poco-DRAM. 

Control Registers
Fixed / Non fixed Rd. Latency

Op. Addr. Wt.

Data Wt.

Op. Addr. Rd.

Data Rd.

input

input

input

output poco-DRAM

Users Interface

PHYSched.

Wt. Queue

Rd. Queue

Refresh Ctrl.

Ext./Int. ctrl.

Init.
Learning

Busy output

DDR2/DDR3
InterfaceData Rd. Valid output

Monitor
Int. parity SCAN

Fixed or Non fixed Rd. latency
is by option

PHY to CLK 4:1 Mode

CLK

app_cmd Write Read

app_addr Address Address

app_ena

app_rdy

app_wdf_mask

app_wdf_rdy

app_wdf_data Write Data

app_wdf_wena

app_wdf_end

app_rd_data Read Data

app_rd_data_valid

Block Diagram Time chart example 


